
Replacement driving trailers 

Background 

Between 1935 and 1939 the Southern Railway built 152 2-Bil and 92 2-Hal two-car electric 
multiple units for semi-fast services on its main lines from London to Hampshire, Sussex and 
Kent. 

Four 2 Bil units were destroyed by wartime bombing but it was a spate of accidents and 
other mishaps in the early post-war years that led to a net shortage of driving trailers in the 
2 Bil and 2 Hal fleets.  A fire at Littlehampton in 1950 destroyed the driving trailer of 2 Bil 
2088 which was replaced by Hal driving trailer from unit 2653.  The driving trailers of 2 Bil 
units 2069 and 2100 were written off in a collision at Ford in 1951 and the driving trailer of 
2 Bil unit 2133 bore the brunt of a collision with a locomotive at Guildford in 1952. 

The replacement driving trailers 

To remedy these shortages, five new driving trailers were built on the Eastleigh all steel 
body production line, some on salvaged underframes, others on new underframes 
constructed by Lancing works - the last Southern Railway standard underframes to be built. 

The first of these replacements was turned out in 1950 on the underframe salvaged from 
the Littlehampton fire and replaced 2653's driving trailer.  It was similar to those of 2 Hal 
units 2693-2699 built two years earlier except that it had rain-strips at cantrail level to 
match 2653's motor coach and it did not have cab-end steps and handrails. 

Four more driving trailers were built in 1954 to the same design except that the interior of 
this batch had the Formica and veneer interior finish of contemporary EPB stock.  Three 
went to 2 Bil units 2069, 2100 and 2133 and the fourth was paired with a spare 4 Sub saloon 
motor coach to create hybrid 2 Hal unit no. 2100.  At the same time the motor coaches of 
2069 and 2100 were retro-fitted with the improved self-contained buffers that had been 
fitted from new to 2 Bil units 2117 onwards and to the 2 Hal and post-war 4 Sub fleets. 

Unit and vehicle numbers 

Date formed Unit type and number Motor brake 
third 

Driving trailer 
composite Wdn 

1950 2 Hal 2653 10771 12854 1969 

1954 2 Hal 2700 12664 12855 1968* 

1954 2 Bil 2133 10699 12856 1970 

1954 2 Bil 2100 10666 12857 1970 

1954 2 Bil 2069 10635 12858 1970 

*Disbanded 


